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ABSTRACT 

 

VOLATILITY TRANSMISSION AND ASYMMETRIC EFFECT BETWEEN  

STOCK AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKETS 

AMONG THE BRICS  

 

By 

KHOO WAI HOE 

  

 

This study examines the pattern of volatility transmission and asymmetric effects 

between the stock and foreign exchange market among the BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India 

and China) after the recognition on BRICs concept in 2003. By using weekly data across 

the study period 1
st
 January 2003 until 31

st
 December 2010, the results reveal that the 

incongruities of the volatility transmission structure exist among the BRICs. The 

evidence was also found that the BRICs markets’ volatility was driven by the negative 

innovations (bad news). Generally, the investment portfolio diversification and hedging 

strategy within the stock and foreign exchange market in BRICs shall be considered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ABSTRAK 

 

VOLATILITAS PENGHANTARAN DAN KESAN ASIMETRIS DI ANTARA 

PASARAN SAHAM DAN PASARAN MATAWANG ASING 

ANTARA NEGARA-NEGARA BRICS 

 

Oleh 

KHOO WAI HOE 

  

 

Kajian ini bertujuan untuk menyemak pola volatilitas penghantaran dan kesan asimetris 

di antara pasaran saham dan pasaran matawang asing dalam negara-negara BRICs (Brazil, 

Russia, India dan China) selepas pengakuan konsep BRICs pada tahun 2003. Dengan 

menggunakan data mingguan bermula pada 1 Oktober 2003 hingga 31 Disember 2010, 

keputusan kajian telah mendedahkan pewujudan situasi keganjilan dalam struktur 

volititas pengahantaran antara BRICs. Selanjutnya, keputusan juga menunjukkan 

volitilitas dalam pasaran BRICs sentiasa dipengaruhi oleh inovasi negatif (berita buruk).  

Secara keseluruhan, kepelbagaian portfolio pelaburan and strategi pelindung nilai dalam 

pasaran saham dan pasaran matawang asing hendaklah dipertimbangkan.    
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.0 Introduction 

 

The trend towards financial liberalization among the developed and developing countries 

started since the nineties. The financial liberalization facilitates the diminution on the 

hegemony from the government and state authorities in the economic development aspect. 

Hence, the decentralization upon the domestic financial systems offers the foreign 

investors to engage in domestic financial markets, while the local investors allow 

exposing in foreign capital markets. What are the effects caused by financial 

liberalization? In spite of the dispersion on domestic financial markets, the liberalization 

provides well allocation in capital and contributes to the country’s economic expansion. 

Furthermore, the role of financial liberalization is part of the remedies against the 

financial repression as suggested under the McKinnon-Shaw hypothesis
1
 (McKinnon, 

1989; Shaw, 1973). The McKinnon-Shaw hypothesis urged that the financial repression 

is cause by the repression regulations. The regulations involved deposit interest rate 

ceilings, minimum/maximum lending rate and quantity restrictions on lending lead to the 

instability and negative real interest rate. The negative real interest rate brings impact to 

the domestic savings, investment, income and growth in a country (Ariff & Khalid, 2000).  

                                                             
1  The initial assumption on McKinnon-Shaw hypothesis stated the linkages between the financial 

liberalization with the real interest rate. High real interest rate response by the higher savings rate and thus 

stimulates the higher investment rate, contributing to the higher growth rate. As a conclusion,  the higher 

savings rate would follow by financial liberalization (Gmech, 2006). 
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As a result, the financial liberalization, particularly the deregulation on interest rate, 

potentially cures the unexpected financial downturn in one country.   

 

Despite the significant discussion of McKinnon-Shaw’s hypothesis under the effects from 

financial liberalization, however, empirical studies found that the liberalization does not 

contribute equally to all the countries. Part of the countries enjoyed the escalation in 

savings; investment and growth, on the other hand, part of the countries are burdened 

with small scale on growth after the financial reformation (Ariff & Khalid, 2000). 

Therefore, these disparities evoke many literature contributions in light of the financial 

liberalization. For example, Bakeart et al. (2003) points out that the interconnection 

between the financial liberalization and market integration. Despite of the contribution on 

economy prospectus after gone through the process of financial liberalization, the 

openness on financial market still holds a certain level of jeopardy. Besides, according to 

Goldsmith (1969), the upsurge on savings and the well allocation of capital are capable to 

provide long-term economic development to the particular country. Nevertheless, the 

countries may expose to the sensitivity of the international interruptions and the excessive 

risk-taking which can cause unexpected fluctuation in the domestic stock prices (Bellotti 

& Williams, 2010). To neutralize the negative impact, Ito (2006) suggested that the 

financial system needs to be strengthened with reasonable legal and institution 

infrastructure in order to transform the financial liberalization into economic growth. 

 

In subject of economic development, the domestic stock prices and foreign exchange rate 

are the key variables for investigation (Yang & Doong, 2004). Consequently, the 
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correlation between both variables has attracted a great attention from various researchers 

and academicians since the early of 1990’s (Beer & Hebein, 2008). Various empirical 

studies have investigated the causality between stock prices and exchange rate in two 

major groups: industrialized countries and emerging counties. For example, Yang and 

Doong (2004) found that in the G7 countries, stock prices have significant collision 

toward the future exchange rate. On the other hand, Adjasi et al. (2008) documented that 

the depreciation of Ghana exchange rate will bring positive outcome to the stock prices in 

the long-run, however, it exhibits negative nexus with stock prices in the short-run. 

Phylaktis and Ravazzolo (2005) discovered that in the Pacific Basin countries, exchange 

rate and stock prices do not have any long-run relationship. 

 

The investment role of countries like Brazil, Russia, India and China (BRICs) towards 

the weight of portfolio has dramatically increased after the recognition by Wilson and 

Purushothaman (2003, pp. 3), who stated that BRICs will become the new largest force in 

the global economy in next 50 years against the G6 countries
2

. The forecasting 

development is subjected to the maintenance of BRICs policies and institutions of 

supportive growth. This finding inspires the weight of BRICs in investment portfolio 

increases tremendously. Thus, there is a necessity to investigate the nature of BRICs and 

the financial markets’ return and volatility which possibly impinge upon the international 

market issues. 

 

                                                             
2 The G6 countries refer to US, UK, Japan, Germany, France and Italy which documented in Wilson and 

Purushothaman (2003). 
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BRICs experienced high sensitivity on domestic equity markets and risk premium upon 

the international issues after the process of financial liberalization. Bakaert et al. (2003) 

revealed that the official date for BRICs’ financial liberalization is Brazil, May 1991, 

Russia, January 1994, India, February 1992 and China, July 1993.  

 

 

1.1 BRICs Foreign Exchange Rate Regime 

 

BRICs’ economies have experienced massive internal and external economic disaster 

since the last century. The economic crises essentially brought the chain reaction toward 

the neighborhood regions particularly those were the trading partners among each others.  

 

 

1.1.1  Brazilian Real Exchange Rate Regime
3
  

 

Over the last century, Brazilian economy filed a remarkable examination subsequent with 

the implementation on pegged exchange rate regime (1967-1990) which initially had 

strengthened the international competitiveness. The instability on commodity prices, high 

interest rate, huge foreign capital outflow, excessive balance of payment (BOP) and 

hyperinflation rate have caused the real exchange rate
4
 to diminish and dragged the 

Brazilian government into severe scenario.  

 

                                                             
3The major discussion adopted from Paula (2007).  
4 Real exchange rate defined as the adjusted nominal exchange rate by the inflation rate between two 

currencies. 
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Eventually, Brazil has practiced floating exchange rate regime since 1990 until 2010, 

however, with the minor government interruption (1990-1999), the exchange rate was 

fixed under the adjustable band within the period of 1995 to 1999. Initially, this regime 

was adopted under the purpose to monitor the money supply in the market, but the plan 

has been unsuccessfully executed due to the presence of inflation rate. In order to 

stabilize the Brazil’s economic situation, the Real Plan
5
 was established with the adoption 

of nominal anchor
6
 to against the inflation. The accomplishment of Real Plan has resulted 

the overvaluation of exchange rate, trade deficit and capital inflow. Although the Real 

Plan was successfully rescued Brazil away from hyperinflation situation, however, the 

presence of neighborhood countries’ crises (e.g. Mexican economic crisis 1994, Asian 

financial crisis 1997 and Russian economic crisis 1998) have escorted Brazil into critical 

period again and fallout the Brazil financial crisis 1999
7
. As shown under Figure 1.1, 

Brazil has taken an initiative to devalue the Real value within a short timeframe after the 

Brazil crisis 1999 for strengthens the competitiveness in the international market. 

 

Prior to the BRICs recognition in 2003, Brazil has experienced the process of currency 

depreciation having the faith that it will continue to increase their competitiveness in the 

international market in order to recover from the fatalities caused by the bad economic 

condition previously. According to Kaltenbrunner and Nissanke (2009), the Real 

                                                             
5The main purpose of established Real Plan is to stabilize the Brazil’s economy in early of 1994 which 

suffered from the hyperinflation. At the beginning, Real Plan stabilized the domestic currency in nominal 

term after fail in control of inflation.  Following by the introduction of the new currency “Real” as part of 

the stabilization process and it substituted the existing currency “cruzeiro real”. 
6 Nominal anchor defined as a technology in controlling the inflation through monitoring the nominal 

variables (nominal exchange rate) in an economic. 
7Brazil financial crisis 1999 was the first economic crisis in Brazil after the implementation of tight 

monetary policy and the economic disturbance correspondence with the economic crisis in Mexico, Russia 

and Asian. 
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depreciation has discontinued after the appearance of BRICs concept and persuaded by 

the political issues in Brazil regarding the ability on the external debt repayment.  

Therefore, the Real has come into the trend of appreciation since 2003 until 2008. 

However, the chain reactions from the Subprime Mortgage Crisis 2008 have once again 

urged the Real to depreciate along the year 2008 and it has appreciated after the stability 

in the economy fluctuations.  

 

Figure 1.1: Daily Nominal Exchange rate Brazilian Real to US Dollar, 1996 – 2009 

 

 
Source: DataStream. 
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1.1.2 Russian Ruble Exchange Rate Regime
8
 

 

Russian currency policy has undergone inclusive transformation since 1990’s. In the 

beginning of 1992, Russia manipulated the features of the market with two major 

functions: the prices liberalization and the trading of rubles
9
 in follow with the current 

market rate. These features potentially rise up the Russia market into the next phases, 

however, the truth seem to happen oppositely with the expectation which have dragged 

the Russian economy into the severe challenges. The liberalization in prices caused the 

prices rise up tremendously and stimulate the inflation rate to boost up to 25 times in the 

end of the year. The sharp increase in the inflation rate has diminished the purchasing 

power of rubles and simultaneously depreciated the exchange rate around 315 percent 

within the year of 1992. 

 

The Russia government transformed the existing exchange rate regime into the fixed 

exchange rate regime by maintaining the exchange rate at the higher level with the 

purpose of monitoring the inflation rate. Conversely, this implementation has further 

damaged the Russian economy scenario whereby the importation became cheaper as 

compared with the domestic goods. The imbalances in between import and export have 

threatened the domestic industry development and trade deficit problem occurred as well. 

At last, the inflation rate end up with 230 percent in 1995, but the exchange rate has 

appreciated around 175 percent.  

 

                                                             
8 The major discussion in this section is adopted from Araki (2001). 
9 Rubles is namely as the Russian authorized currency notes in the markets since 1990s and redenominated 

as ruble in 1st January 1998. 
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The process on stabilizing the rubles value has continued by the Corridor System, which 

was introduced in 1995. Corridor System plays an initial role in the process with pegged 

exchange rate regime in order to stabilize the currency market. This system restricted the 

volatility on rubles value within a specific range of fluctuation within 4,300-4,900 rubles 

vis-à-vis dollar in 1995. Originally, the corridor system was adopted only in 1995, but it 

prolonged until the beginning of 1998. 

 

In the exchange rate perspective, Russia recorded double notable changes in the year 

1998 which are redenomination on rubles and implementation on pegged exchange rate. 

In 1
st 

January 1998, Russia redenominated or renamed the old rubles into Ruble which 

means the devaluation value to 1-1,000. Hence, Russia permitted the use of single digit in 

the local currency value. Subsequently, Russia government decided to peg their currency 

into 6.2 rubles vis-à-vis dollar and allowed only 15 percent fluctuations of the currency 

value. The implementation on pegged exchange rate was similar with the corridor system 

as discussed in the earlier part. Generally, the practices with these new systems were 

fantastic, but Russia once again fell by the sharp dropped in crude oil prices in the 

international market.  

 

Russia as the major exporter in crude oil commodity suffered a sharp decline of prices in 

the international markets in 1998 and remarked as the Russian economy crisis 1998 in the 

same year. The government announced the floating exchange rate regime was adopted 

after the rise of crisis. As shown in Figure 1.2, the exchange rate depreciated from 9.5 
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rubles to 20.85 rubles which dropped around 119 percent before appreciated back to 

16.06 rubles in September.  

 

After the adjustment in the end of 1998, Russian rubles maintained at the stable level 

across the years since 2000 until 2008. The rubles found unstable in 2008 as the result 

from Subprime Mortgage Crisis 2008 and appreciated from 24.58 rubles to 35.41 rubles 

in the beginning of 2009. The trend of appreciation does not prolonged too much and it 

found depreciation after the recover from the crisis 2008. 

 

Figure 1.2: Daily Nominal Exchange rate Russian Ruble to US Dollar, 1996 – 2009 

 

 
Source: DataStream. 
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1.1.3 Indian Rupee Exchange Rate Regime
10

 

 

The major changes in Indian exchange rate regime should be focused in early 1990’s 

when the India was experienced economy instability and post financial crisis in 1991.  

Although India were facing major challenges mainly due to lack of infra-structure during 

particular period, but a series of remedies (e.g., well-qualified human capital, sustainable 

productivity, well-implementation on economic policy and comprehensive practices on 

economic reforms) have been implemented by the government to recover the economy 

from the downturn. Another important element in the economic reforms is capital 

account liberalization which provided leniencies in the industrial license, import taxes 

and business transaction related with the current account.  

 

Prior to the 1990’s, India has adopted the managed floating exchange rate regime which 

linked the exchange rate with a basket of currencies from India major trading partners. 

However, this regime seems to suffer from the bad economic condition as discussed 

previously. Therefore, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) forced to devalue the rupee, 

domestic currency unit upon the adjustment band. The adjustment band was introduced 

under the Liberalization Exchange Rate Management System (LERMS) and subsequently 

adopted the dual exchange rate regime in March 1992. The dual exchange rate regime 

was the pioneer exchange rate regime adoption on that particular time in India region 

with the joint coordination between official and market determination toward the rupee 

value.  

 

                                                             
10 The major discussion is adopted under Paula (2007). 
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In March 1993, the transition of a dual exchange rate regime to floating exchange rate 

regime has begun. The standard of LERMS was fully overtaken by the unified exchange 

rate system and only the market determined exchange rate has been adopted.  Although 

India has completely transform into floating exchange rate regime, but practically this 

regime was quasi-managed floating exchange rate regime. RBI keep intervene in the 

foreign exchange market in order to avoid the speculators in creating exchange rate 

volatility.  

 

The foreign exchange market seems to be stabilized across the year after the adoption of 

quasi-managed floating exchange rate regime as shown under the Figure 1.3. Nonetheless, 

the economic liberalization still associated with certain degree of volatility in which the 

occurrence of Subprime Mortgage Crisis 2008 caused the rupee to appreciate from 39.93 

rupee to 50.00 rupee in the beginning of 2009 and return back to the normal level after 

the stability of the crisis 2008.  

 

Figure 1.3: Daily Nominal Exchange rate Indian Rupee to US Dollar, 1996 – 2009 

 

 
Source: DataStream. 
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1.1.4 China Renminbi Exchange Rate Regime
11

 

 

In the early of the 1980’s, China has decided into venture into the liberalization process 

where it opened its domestic market into the global investors and entrepreneurs. 

Associate with this liberalization policy, China developed a multiple exchange rate 

structure for the transaction related with the foreign exchange. Conversely, this practice 

has been abandoned 5 years later and fully replaced by the Effective Rate
12

 to unify the 

whole business transaction. The rapid and significant growth in the foreign currency 

market encouraged China to further develop the Foreign Exchange Swap Rate, which the 

exchange rate determined by market forces in swap centers
13

.  Eventually, the dual 

exchange rate regime was adopted within the period of 1986 to 1993.  

 

In subsequent year, China revalued the exchange rate in swap centers and adopted 

managed floating exchange rate regime. As refer to Figure 1.4, China officially pegged 

the renminbi or also known as yuan vis-à-vis US dollar with the US dollar around RMB 

8.27 per US dollar in 1995 until the year on 2005. The pegged exchange rate regime at 

low level yet benefited the China in international competitiveness in terms of exportation. 

Low production cost and cheap exportation have dramatically increased the trade balance 

of China from USD 18,050million in 1995 to USD 134,189million in 2005 with the 

growth rate of 643.43 percent (IMF, 1995-2005).  

 

                                                             
11 The major discussion is adopted from Paula (2007).  
12 Effective rate refers as the pegged exchange rate to a basket of currencies with 15 types of currencies. 
13 Swap centers allows the exporters, importers and other involvers with foreign exchange rate to trade 

under the market-determined exchange rate level.  


